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For students wishing to enhance their reading abilities nowadays, there is nothing 

superior to the Internet to give an extensive variety of chances, assets, and connections 

to discover anything from starting readers to writing sections that test and test reading 

skills. Contemplates have demonstrated that utilizing the Internet to enhance reading 

aptitude gives understudies a wide range of determinations that counteract weariness 

and give stimulation. 

Extensive reading, free reading, book surge, or perusing for delight is a method for 

dialect learning, including remote dialect learning, through a lot of reading. And also 

encouraging obtaining and learning of vocabulary, it is accepted to build inspiration 

through positive full of feeling advantages. 

Intensive Reading (IR) happens when the learner is centered around the dialect 

instead of the content. For instance, the learner might answer perception questions, 

adapting new vocabulary, contemplating the sentence structure and expressions in the 

content, interpreting the entry (in some cases called 'watchful perusing'), or different 

errands that include the understudy in looking seriously (inside) the content. Regularly 

every one of the understudies read a similar short content that the educator chose. 

On the off chance that we say in short: 

Extensive reading - you read the same number of various types of 

books/diaries/papers as you can, essentially for joy, and just requiring a general 

comprehension of the substance. 

Intensive reading - you read with focus and extraordinary care keeping in mind the 

end goal to see precisely the importance of what you read. This is especially vital for 

authoritative records, budgetary archives, scholarly reports and anything to do with 

business. 

Extensive reading is also referred as passive reading, intensive is active. Students 

who learn and enhance their English broad and concentrated reading aptitudes through 

different PC programming projects or Internet assets find that worldwide collaborations 

by means of discussion sheets and blogging helps them to make individual associations 

with others learning at their speed, furthermore gives them help and direction en route. 
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This article will represent a portion of the numerous ways understudies may enhance 

their English reading cognizance using the online materials. 

Utilizing Internet hotspots for reading as a part of EFL dialect classrooms has 

various focal points. Most importantly, the Internet can give an expansive number of 

bona fide and intriguing materials. Guo (2012) fought that bona fide materials from the 

Internet are exceptionally significant on the grounds that those materials can create 

more prominent enthusiasm among educators and understudies than customarily 

organized materials do. Another purpose behind utilizing Internet assets is that the 

Internet can give peruses simple access to an extensive amount of reading materials. 

Pinto-Silva (2006) directed a study on perusing through the Internet and found that 

understudies could access many more current and fascinating articles.2 They had more 

decisions to read things of their interests, and they additionally thought that it was less 

demanding, quicker and more pragmatic to read online than perusing from printed 

books. 

To show how reading exercises can be executed in an EFL setting, I display 

underneath four hour and half lessons that are planned, in view of the standards of 

reading, to help Vietnamese understudies create reading skill both inside and outside the 

classrooms. With a wide range of reading material of various types, understudies are 

urged to investigate and make full utilization of web based reading assets to enhance 

their English language. 

While the accompanying rundown is not intended to be comprehensive of the sorts 

of sites accessible on the Internet, they will offer understudies a beginning stage with 

regards to discovering assets and connections to improve reading. 

An extremely easy to understand reading site, called ESL Reading Smart, offers 

understudies chances to get to the different reading level materials and choices. 

Containing more than 100 lessons and mixed media exercises, this site gives printable 

understudy materials or lesson gets ready for English as second dialect understudies. 

This site offers a free trial and additionally exhibition of their administrations and 

abilities. 

Text Aloud Mp3 reads content from site pages, messages, and different materials, 

so everyone can hear on your PC. Extraordinary practice for listening and articulation, 

clients can download the climate, news, content records and stocks by means of this 

website. Documents might be transferred or glued on a page that is reading and can be 

spared to Mp3 players or Windows media records for exchange to iPods, Pocket PCs, or 

TVs outfitted with TiVo's home media alternative. 

Story Place is a site that offers a youngsters' computerized library for reading and 

listening perception of storybooks. Numerous grown-ups wanting to enhance reading 

aptitudes find that utilizing kids' storybooks gives a simple and outwardly empowering 

                                                           
2 Arnold, N. (2009). Online Extensive Reading for Advanced Foreign Language Learners: An Evaluation Study. Retrieved November, 22, 2012, from 

http://web.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.hpu.edu/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer? sid=0be083a8-4e6d-42a9-bec6 

360fefcaa137%40sessionmgr4&vid=1&hid=15 

http://web.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.hpu.edu/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer
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approach to learn new vocabulary. This site likewise offers intuitive and enlivened 

stories with exercises and perusing records to related materials. Intended for the basic 

level understudy, it offers reading materials in both English and Spanish. Discover them 

at www.storyplace.org3 

Many students wishing to enhance their reading skills participate in autonomous 

study. Using grammar use and vocabulary skills and comprehension, an assortment of 

sites may offer tests and diversions that upgrade the aptitudes. One such site, Self-Study 

Quizzes for ESL Students, offers learners of any age the capacity to test their own 

insight at whatever point they wish. 

Grammar quizzes, vocabulary quizzes, websites that use music or movies to 

improve vocabulary, may all be found on the Internet with a tiny bit of tolerance. Site 

assets additionally incorporate help with incorrectly spelled words, linguistic use, and 

give riddles and recreations to ESL understudies and local English speakers wishing to 

enhance their understanding, reading skills. 

Because of the improvement of present day innovation and the Internet, educators 

have more chances to utilize web based reading assets to bolster their instructing, and 

also understudy learning. To design extensive and intensive reading activities to 

motivate students to learn and attempted to address certain challenges in this approach. 

Initial, one of the elements of extensive and intensive reading is reading for pleasure. 

Understudies will read when they appreciate doing it, and they can quit reading on the 

off chance that they would prefer not to read any more. In this manner, it can be hard to 

deal with understudies' reading exercises. 

Another challenge is that it would be difficult for teachers to access or evaluate 

student reading ability when there are no requirements of tasks or exercises after 

reading. To address this issue, teachers should first provide a variety of online reading 

materials from different Internet sources to raise students’ interests in reading. Last but 

not least, to make reading social and meaningful for students by including follow-up 

extensive and intensive reading activities in which students talk and write about their 

reading experiences in and beyond the language classroom. 
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